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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LEHI FIRE DEPARTMENT TO SUPPORT JUMP IN FOR JUDE EVENT
Event Will Help Raise Money for CPR Education & Defibrillators
Lehi, Utah | June 5, 2014 – It was almost a year ago that Lehi Fire Department Captain Jake Beck was in
the right place at the right time to save 3-year-old Jude Horman from drowning in the Cranberry Farms
HOA swimming pool. Now, Jude’s parents are looking for ways to help prevent this near tragedy from
ever happening again.
Jude’s mother, Hillary Horman, has started a group
called Jump in for Jude. With the support of the Lehi
Fire Department, Jump in for Jude will be holding a
fundraiser on Friday, June 13, 2014 in the Cabela’s
parking lot at 2502 Cabela’s Blvd. in Lehi. The goal of
the event is to raise money to provide defibrillators for
all of the HOA pools in Lehi City. The Lehi Fire
Department will be providing free CPR and defibrillator training for every pool that receives a
defibrillator as a result of the event.
“We feel so very blessed to have Jude with us today, and we would like to pay it forward. Since most
people will not be lucky enough to have a fire captain sitting next to them when a tragedy occurs, we
would like to equip our community with the skills, tools, and knowledge they need to handle emergency
situations on their own,” said Hillary Horman.
Lehi Fire Department Battalion Chief Rick Howard added, “An off duty fire captain used his training and
provided lifesaving skills that saved Jude. Among children ages one to four, most drowning occurrences
happen in home swimming pools. Hillary Horman has organized an event to get the word out about being
trained in CPR and the use of an AED. Lehi City Fire Department fully supports this event.”
The event, which run from 5:00 pm to 9:00 pm, will feature food from the Fiore Pizza Truck, the Chickfil-A Cow, the Lehi Fire Department, a life flight helicopter, music, a silent auction, and a raffle.
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